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WHERE 
ARE THEY 
NOW?
An NKBA Thirty Under 30 winner’s 
accomplishment doesn’t end after the award 
ceremony. Here’s a look at three past winners  
who continue to drive the industry forward
BY AMANDA HERMANS, CHRIS WOOD, AND NIGEL F. MAYNARD
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Eclectic Mix
Since she was inducted into NKBA’s Thirty 
Under 30 inaugural class in 2013, Carly 
Nemtean has been making moves. Carriage 
Lane, the firm she co-owns in Mississauga, 
Canada, has more than doubled the size 
of its team and has expanded from strictly 
focusing on kitchens and baths to offering 
whole-home design/build services. 

Nemtean, whose work has been fea-
tured on the HGTV show Property Broth-
ers, says growing her firm has allowed 
her to expand her purview on projects, 
focusing on finishing details and decora-

tions that she didn’t previously have time to pursue. She also has 
the majority of construction trades working in-house, creating a 
seamless design process where nothing gets lost in translation. 
Now, she says, “we can not only design it, but also execute.”

Her firm’s expanded scope is evident in the complete update 
and expansion of this 100-year-old semidetached home on To-
ronto’s west side. The goal of the gut renovation and 20-foot ad-
dition was to open up the home’s small, closed-off rooms and 
bring in a contemporary but lived-in mid-century flare with ample 
storage and durable finishes.

The designer moved the kitchen from the back of the house 
into the center to facilitate a more open floor plan. She used 
three cabinetry finishes—walnut, as well as oyster and green/
blue painted—to set the color scheme, but paired them with a 
simple white tile backsplash and countertops to avoid making 
the space seem busy. To prevent clutter, the long, narrow room 
features hidden storage.

In the small master bath, Nemtean used dark gray hexago-
nal tile to create a continuous wall both inside and outside the 
shower, making the room feel bigger. “We really wanted to push 
the clients a bit outside of their comfort zone and do something 
a little more dynamic and funky,” Nemtean says of the tile choice.

A walnut vanity and mirror contrast with the moody wall, giving 
the room a warm, contemporary feel. Three small, stacked win-
dows let in light and also add interest to the home’s front elevation.

When asked to describe the project’s overall aesthetic, Nem-
tean says that, like most of her projects now, it drew from a variety 
of styles. “Everything’s a mix now, and it makes it so nice because 
you don’t have to be classified,” she explains. “When you meet 
the client, you don’t have to say ‘OK, are you contemporary or tra-
ditional?’ Now it’s really more of a personality aspect. It’s kind of 
refreshing because it puts the whole industry on its toes.” —A.H.

CARLY NEMTEAN, PRINCIPAL DESIGNER  
+ CO-OWNER, CARRIAGE LANE
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California Contemporary 
Finding a remodel-ready Eichler home in Los 
Gatos, Calif., isn’t incredibly unusual. Scor-
ing one on a raised foundation as opposed 
to slab on grade? That’s nearly unheard of. 
In fact, this mid-century marvel expertly reno-
vated by San Jose-based H2H design + build 
is technically a faux Eichler; one of many that 
dot sun-splashed Silicon Valley streetscapes 
and see high demand from buyers.

“There are several of these faux Eichlers 
in Mountain View and Los Gatos, and our cli-
ent bought this one in a prime location but in 
rundown condition,” says H2H principal and 

CEO Angela Rasmussen, a 2013 Thirty Under 30 recipient. “We 
transformed the whole house by gutting the interior down to the 
studs and rebuilding anew in the mid-century modern aesthetic. 
But the fun part was that without the traditional Eichler heated 
floors on slab, we were able to completely relocate the HVAC and 
rerun the plumbing, significantly opening up design options for 
the kitchen and bath.” 

A minimalist-minded homeowner also presented unique design 
opportunities by requesting the elimination of boxy wall cabinets 
in the kitchen and the conversion of a utility closet into a guest 
bathroom. “Our first focus is always the kitchen and bath because 
they are the most complicated spaces, and here that meant remov-
ing obtrusive cabinet space and a peninsula that cut the kitchen 
off from the rest of the home,” Rasmussen says. “Particularly with 
contemporary designs, we are breaking down walls left and right 
because people don’t want compartmentalized space anymore.”

The designer incorporated stainless steel modular storage units 
and custom laminate drawer and peg systems into the kitchen, with 
clean-lined, white appliances and a chrome faucet offset against 
walnut-stained hardwood floors. Big statement pieces, such as the 
George Nelson Saucer Bubble Pendant, punctuate the redesign, and 
bathroom stylings of long horizontal lines and industrial silhouettes 
artfully mash early ’60s urban with a warmer, curated modernity.

Aside from incorporating more active and connected technol-
ogy into its projects, the design achievement scored by H2H in 
concert with its Los Gatos client is one that Rasmussen is pitching 
more and more to clients. “We’re actively promoting the technol-
ogy and as clean and modern as you can go,” she says. “A lot of 
clients are still stopping at the transitional look and hesitating to go 
full mid-century, which they perceive as cold and rigid. But projects 
like this one help us to push clients forward and realize that mod-
ern can also be spacious, light, and bright.” —C.W.

ANGELA VICTORIA RASMUSSEN,  
CEO, H2H DESIGN + BUILD
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Timeless 
Contemporary
Jamie Banfield’s de-
sign career accelerat-
ed quickly. He found-
ed his design practice 
in 2010 in Port Moody, 
Canada, and was a 
Thirty Under 30 re-
cipient five years later. 
In the time since, he’s 
been busy.

This West Vancou-
ver new-build home is 

a perfect example of the type of project Banfield’s 
firm completes. “It’s located in a high-end com-
munity of homes on small lots,” the designer says, 
adding that the clients—two eye doctors—wanted 
a light-filled, modern design for their family of six.

For the kitchen, he used a combination of 
white and light wood cabinets, but eschewed us-
ing upper units in favor of floating shelves with 
a Caesarstone quartz backsplash, which makes 
the space seem larger and brighter.

“In this kitchen, the fridge and freezer units 
have the same hinge orientation, so they open 
the same way,” Banfield says. To the right of the 
fridge, a piece of steel embedded in the wall al-
lows the children to hang their art using magnets. 
The perimeter countertop is outfitted with Dekton 
by Cosentino, for its durability.

The bathroom features the same cabinet 
style and stone pattern as the kitchen, giving 
the spaces a cohesive feel. But instead of using 
the same Caesarstone quartz, Banfield opted for 
porcelain tile on the bath’s walls and floor. Other 
touches include a wall-hung toilet, a large glass-
encased steam shower, and a glass-paneled 
bathroom door that lets light through.

Banfield, who now has his own high-end cabi-
net line, The Banfield—which he used for the 
kitchen, built-ins, office, bathrooms, and banquet 
seating in this project—and a bespoke furniture 
collection, says this type of project is indicative of 
his firm’s work: at once contemporary and bright 
but also timeless and bold. —N.F.M.

JAMIE BANFIELD, OWNER + PRINCIPAL 
DESIGNER, JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN
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